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This guide was created for use with a handheld, frequency division bat detector, recorded with a dictaphone as
one continuous file. If your recording set up varies from this you may have to do things differently. The guide

should be fine for full spectrum recordings in .wav format. The process outlined in this guide may not be ideal if
calls have been saved as individual files. Please note that when working with large files Audacity needs a lot of
disk space  the file I used in this example was a 300MB mp3, this required about 15GB of disk space to run all

the procedures listed in this guide. You get most of the space back at the end however Audacity needs the space
as working memory while it's running. Call parameters and sonograms of Belizian bat species are available on

our website, https://batsofbelize.wordpress.com/resources

Okay, let's get started. First, install Audacity and open the recording you wish to analyse

Getting Started

https://batsofbelize.wordpress.com/resources


Setting Up the Sound File



Depending on the file size it may take a minute to load



Once it's open split the left and right channels into two separate tracks, using the dropdown list on the left

Click here



This will enable you to view each channel in a different format



Resize the tracks so the top one is bigger than the bottom one



And change the top track to a spectrogram



You are now viewing the whole track with the spectrogram at the top and the waveform at the bottom. The
spectrogram shows frequency plotted against time, and sound intensity is represented by colour. The waveform

simply shows intensity against time. Both are useful for analysing calls



Don't forget to save the project



Noise Removal



There is a lot of noise in this recording that may make finding bat calls difficult. You can remove background noise
with a noise filter. To do so, select a small part of the track that has a lot of noise and zoom in. To zoom in press

the 'Zoom to Selection' button, or press Ctrl+E on your keyboard

Zoom to selection



Repeat this process if necessary, zoom in to make sure you've got an area with just noise and no bat calls. Bat
calls are typically only milliseconds in length so you really need to zoom right in, down to an area only a few

seconds long



You then need to create a noise profile so Audacity knows what to remove. Select an area with just noise and go
to Effect > Noise Removal



This will bring up the noise removal dialogue. Hit 'Get Noise Profile'



This will bring you back to the main screen, where you need to select the area you want noise removed from. In
this case we want noise removed from the whole track, so press Ctrl+A to select everything



Then select noise removal from the menu again, but this time when the dialogue box opens press OK. The
default settings are very good at removing noise (static, crickets etc.) while retaining bat calls



You may need to run the procedure a few times to get rid of all the noise. Note: Audacity may use a lot of disk
space while performing the noise removal function, especially if successive runs are required. Closing the

program and opening it again clears the memory but means you can't undo the things you've done



It is possible to adjust the noise reduction and sensitivity, however in my experience this seems to remove parts
of the bat calls as well. You can test the settings on a small area of the track first if you wish, however I'd
recommend simply repeating it a few times with the default settings. This can take awhile so be patient



You can see that most of the background noise has now been removed



Zoom out and look at other parts of the track to make sure you've removed most of the noise. Press the 'Fit
Project' button or press Ctrl+3 a few times to zoom out. You can see below that the background noise has been

removed, leaving only bat calls

Fit to project



Finding All the Bat Calls



Audacity has a 'Sound Finder' function that can be used to locate all the bat calls in your recording. Select one
track by clicking in the grey area on the left of the track  you only want to label one track, otherwise all your labels

will be duplicated

Click here to select this track



Go to Analyze > Sound Finder



You can adjust the level the sound finder treats as sound, you may have to do this by trial and error depending on
your recording. The setting I ended up using in this example was 40. Remember that it's in dB so 26 is louder

than 40, meaning more sounds will be picked up at 40



This may take some time, once it's done Audacity will have numbered each sound and added labels to a label
track at the bottom. It's worthwhile zooming in and scanning through the track to make sure it hasn't missed

anything. Once you're happy Audacity hasn't missed any calls you can start the analysis



To zoom in on one bat call, click on one of the labels, this will select the call sequence. Then press Ctrl+E to zoom
in on the selection



You can now clearly see one call sequence



Sometimes you may have two bat calls in one sequence, meaning you'll need to add a label. It's possible to have
two overlapping labels, to manually add a new label select the area with the call and hit Ctrl+B



Call Analysis



The below image is of three calls with harmonics, showing the call parameters used for identifying bat species. To
identify the species that made the call you'll need to compare the parameters to those of known species

Harmonic

Call

Duration Pulse interval (pi)

Max frequency (fmax)

Min frequency (fmin)

Peak frequency (fc)



One of the major defining characteristics of a call is it's frequency. For frequency analysis we look at the peak
frequency (the frequency with the most power), the maximum and minimum frequency. To do this in Audacity

select one call, then go to Analyze > Plot Spectrum



The chart shows the call intensity plotted against the frequency. Here you'll find the peak frequency, maximum
and minimum frequency of each harmonic. For identification we typically use parameters from the fundamental

harmonic i.e. the loudest harmonic

Harmonic

Max frequency (fmax)Min frequency (fmin)

Peak frequency (fc)



Move your cursor so it lines up to the highest point (it will snap to position), this will give you the peak frequency.
This was recorded with a frequency division bat detector so all frequencies are divided by a factor of 10, meaning
the peak in this example is 66900 Hz, or 66.9 kHz. This call actually has two peaks, the second at around 58 kHz

Peak frequency (fc)



For the min and max move your cursor to the appropriate place and read the output below. It will not snap into
position for min and max so be sure to put your cursor as close to the correct point as possible

Max frequency (fmax)Min frequency (fmin)



Quick Tip



You'll probably be using the frequency analysis function a lot, there's no keyboard shortcut by default but you can
make one by going Edit > Preferences



Select 'Keyboard' on the right (1), 'Analyze' from the dropdown list (2) and edit 'Plot Spectrum' (3). In this example
I've set the shortcut to Ctrl+4 (4)

1

3

4

2



Back to Call Analysis



It's also useful to get information about the timing and duration of the call. To get the call duration, highlight the
call from start to end using the waveform track, not the spectrogram. The output is at the bottom of the screen.

Make sure you have it set to 'Length' not 'End'. Do this with a number of calls and take an average



To determine the pulse interval highlight from the start of one call to the start of the next. Again, use the
waveform, repeat this for a number of calls and take an average



Parameters can be compared with species' known call parameters to determine what species made the call. You
will also need to look at the shape of the call and compare it with species' sonograms. Once you've determined

what species it is you can label it, in this case it is unmistakably a Pteronotus davyi



Flick through calls by selecting the label track and pressing the Tab key, or go backwards with Shft+Tab



Exporting Your Results



Once all the bat calls have been identified you can export your results to a text file. To do this, first rename the
label track



Then go to Tracks > Edit Labels



Then hit 'Export'



Choose a name for the file and give it a .txt extension, like myresults.txt. In the example below I've named the file
150126ORG1.txt



This outputs a text file that lists the start and end time of each call sequence in seconds. You can then import the
results into excel to calculate the total number of bat passes, the total time each species was recorded for, the

time of night each call was made etc.



That's It




